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ETF HAS SECURED THE PRESENT
AND PREPARED FOR THE FUTURE

A year of progress and transformation

2019 was a year of intense activity with great
successes, as the organisation raised its
game and the Group took on an extra 300
employees. ETF has experienced sustained
commercial activity with landmark successes
and a significant volume of orders in the
regions. With clear growth in earnings and
projections that remain stable, the company
can enjoy greater peace of mind. While our
results are not yet in line with our expectations,
the level of transparency and confidence in
our forecasts has clearly improved. We owe
these results to the improved performance
of our major projects in Île-de-France and
the urban sector, to greater selectivity in
order taking, and to being better prepared

« OUR NEW
ORGANISATION AND
ORDER BOOKS FILL US
WITH CONFIDENCE
FOR THE FUTURE. »
for operations. In 2019, we had our first
key successes in Greater Paris with the
construction of the Vitry Maintenance
Centre, the extension of Line 14, and the
construction of the Antony/Clamart Tramway.
Our international ambitions were rewarded
by winning a flagship project: the upgrading
of 375 km of railway tracks in Uganda.
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A Few Words from the CEO

ETF (VINCI Group) is a major player in the
development, construction and maintenance
of rail infrastructure serving citizens in
France and abroad. This infrastructure
shapes regions and countries and promotes
environmentally-friendly transport.

AN ORGANISATION THAT
ADAPTS
In order to improve its responsiveness
and quality, increase its competitiveness,
and keep pace with developments in its
markets, ETF is continuing to re-organise
its structure. A Technical Department and a
Purchasing Department have been set up,
and our regional organisation has developed
so that we can be more responsive and
more closely in touch with our customers.
To achieve our ambitions, we have created
a Regional Department responsible for rail
safety and have launched a new brand:
Feroway®. With this brand we will increase
our visibility, taking significant steps forwards
with our commitment to meet deadlines,
run safe construction sites, and protect
both our employees and network users. We
are now better equipped to strengthen our
performance, particularly in the area of safety

and prevention, where we aim for excellence.
Although we have seen a decrease in the
number of lost-time accidents, the number
is still high. For this reason, we have launched
a major review to sound out how our teams
feel about safety, and to learn the necessary
lessons. This major review will help identify
areas for improvement.

THE FUTURE LOOKS
PROMISING
Our new organisation and order books
fill us with confidence for the future. The
unprecedented crisis we are experiencing
in this second quarter strengthens our
beliefs and values. Our company plays an
economic and social role. We are working
with customers who protect the national
interest, who every day enable populations to
travel and vital goods to be moved. In these
troubled times, alongside our partners, we are
committed to maintaining safe rail transport
infrastructures on the ground, day in day out.
No-one knows what our world will look like
in 2021; however, today we are approaching
it with confidence. It is up to us to make the
most of the new equilibrium that is being
created. Today, we are working hard and
skilfully to build it - using our long-standing
expertise and never deviating from our
mission which is responsible performance
to meet the needs of our customers and
all those who benefit from our works. By
connecting people and places, we are doing
worthwhile work.
Fabrice Guégan, ETF CEO

Financial Results
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2019 RESULTS
ETF TURNOVER

€

460 M

€

of which 82% is in France

85 Million
worldwide turnover

INTERNATIONAL
TURNOVER

35.19 %

rest of the world

64.81 %
Europe

BREAKDOWN
BY BUSINESS

4.22 %

Railway civil engineering
and signalling

BREAKDOWN
BY CUSTOMER TYPE
21.59 %
16.23 %

7.58 %

Industrial and private /
Franchised operatorss

Overhead line

5.21 %

Urban communities /
Urban rail network operators

ETF Services

8.03 %

51.23 %

Private rail
networks

National rail
networks

23.73 %

Urban rail transport

2527

ETF employees

2,202
employees
in France

325

employees
outside France

62.18 %

National rail network
operators

Financial Results
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Our Governance
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ETF GENERAL MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE
Defining strategic directions and ensuring they are implemented

Our Governance
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From left to right:

DAVID GONFREVILLE

Director of Feroway®

ERIC LEFEBVRE

Director of Quality, Prevention and the Environment

PIERRE MONIN

Director for the North, Grand-Est, Luxembourg,
and Mechanised Operations

LAURENCE DHOMME

Director of IDF Centre, Atlantic, South-East

TORSTEN MACKO

International Director

PIERRE BENEVENT

Materials Director

FABRICE GUEGAN
CEO

XAVIER GAUVRIT

Technical Director

LAURENT MUNIER
Sales Director

PASCAL DE LAURENS

Commercial Director

FRANÇOISE CASSANO

Administrative and Financial Director

JOHANN PAGES

Communications Head

OTHEMAN FRAYJI

Human Resources Director

OLIVIER JABOULAY

Major Projects Director

Our Business Sectors
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ETF SECTORS
1 / NATIONAL RAIL
NETWORKS
We are involved at each stage of a project
in order to guarantee the network’s
performance: design, construction, upkeep,
maintenance and complete renewal of
tracks or equipment.

2 / URBAN RAIL TRANSPORT
Our expertise starts from the design of urban
transport projects, for which we develop
innovative processes. Our skills also cover
construction, upkeep and maintenance.

3 / OVERHEAD LINE
ELECTRIFICATION
Our specialised teams are responsible for
the design, construction and regeneration of
electric traction lines for urban rail transport,
national rail networks and private rail
networks.
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6 / RAILWAY TRAFFIC
We transport construction equipment and
materials by rail directly to rail construction
sites.

4 / PRIVATE RAIL NETWORKS
We are involved in the design/construction,
upkeep and maintenance of industrial spurs
for private customers (industrial networks,
multimodal platforms, port networks, etc.)
and local authorities.

5 / RAILWAY SAFETY
We manage risk environments every day, on
all projects and for all those involved in rail
construction.
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7 / RAILWAY CIVIL
ENGINEERING
To provide a comprehensive solution for rail
construction projects, we can deliver ditchconcreting, under track crossing, construction
of station platforms, pitted tracks, slab
track foundation works, and other electrical
signalling systems installations.

8 / RAIL TREATMENT
We offer rail treatment services to the whole
world: bending, grinding and refurbishment
of rails.

Our Business Sectors
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Major Projects

2019 CONSTRUCTION
SITES

1

1 / UGANDA

2 / SUITE RAPIDE NATIONALE

3 / NICE

In a consortium with Sogea-Satom
(VINCI
Construction
International
Network), ETF has signed a contract for
the refurbishment of the 375km railway
connecting the cities of Tororo and
Gulu. The objective being to develop rail
freight transport services and support
socio-economic growth in the north of
the country.

The 2019 campaign involved renewing
the track and ballast of several major
sections: Marseille (35km), Montargis
(61km), Limoges (19km) and Nîmes
(40km). This year, teams successfully
completed the first Suite Rapide projects
at national level, with track being restored
in accordance with SNCF requirements
for railway traffic travelling at 80km/h,
instead of the usual 60km/h.

After 3 years’ work and with an average
of 80 staff involved, development of the
Nice Tramway West-East and NorthSouth lines was completed in October
2019. This project required no less than
48,000 sleepers, 4,000 tonnes of rail, and
4,700 welds.
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4 / PARIS
As part of a consortium, ETF is delivering the
eastern extension of the Paris Metro Line
11 for RATP. Begun in 2019, the work will
last 4 years and create 6 new stations, 6.5
km of track, and a maintenance workshop.
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Major Projects
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5 / NOISY-LE-SEC

6 / CHILI

7 / CANADA

The overhead contact lines teams took
part in the commissioning of the Noisyle-Sec tram-train by installing all the
cabling and power supply. This 3-month
operation involved around forty people.

OFC, an ETF subsidiary in Chile, has signed
a contract with the state owned company
EFE, which manages the Chilean national
rail network. 265 switches and crossings
will be supplied and installed on the
regional network around Santiago, as far
as the city of Chillán, 400 km south of the
capital. This 3-year contract is already well
advanced with regard to the manufacturing
and delivery of switches and crossings,
given that 90 were delivered to Chile in
2019. The assembly phase started in 2020
and will be completed in 2022.

Rail Cantech staff renewed track
(2,700 linear metres of rail and 2,100
sleepers) and 4 switches for the Iron
Ore Company of Canada (IOC), a North
American mining producer and supplier.
This work was carried out over 4
months, without interrupting production
or transportation of iron ore.
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8 / LIMOGES

8

Feroway® teams carried out a major rail
safety operation with no fewer than 110
people deployed for 3 months to ensure
the safety of work. To date, this is the largest
team ever deployed by the company.

Major Projects
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9 / GERMANY

10 / BORDEAUX

11 / VIGIRAIL CAMPAIGN 2019

Staff from THG, a German subsidiary
of ETF, renewed the platform at BonnRheinaue station. The work consisted
of demolishing the existing platform
and installing a new one, 91 metres in
length. Thanks to the solution of using
prefabricated concrete platforms, the
work time was reduced from 7 to 3
months

The Médoc railway bridge, built in 1920,
and supporting the Bordeaux ‘Ceinture’
railway was completely replaced. ETF
staff carried out a 71-hour lightning
operation to replace the old metal deck
with a new one in metal and concrete.
This work was carried out thanks to the
collaboration of ITE (private rail network)
and RFN (national rail network) staff.

Vigirail staff achieved extremely good
results, renewing 120 switches and
crossings, and 10 km of track/ballast
in 2019. This campaign, separated
into 15 operations, was made possible
by the SNCF’s acquisition of trestle
wagons enabling faster delivery of track
equipment.

12 / CIRCULATION FERROVIAIRE
With Feroway ®, railway traffic means
30 simultaneous sites per week, 250
agents in production, 348 transits per
month of ETF machines across the
national territory. Solicited day and night,
7 days a week and 365 days a year, the
Feroway® teams achieved a very positive
assessment in 2019.

13 / PARIS - LA CHAPELLE
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By co-contracting with another Eurovia
subsidiary, ETF staff built all the tracks
at the support base for a future SNCF
Network site. In all, 4 km of track and 14
switches and crossings were installed.

14 / DENSE ZONES SUITE RAPIDE

15 / MARSEILLE

16 / HOUILLES

Objective 2019 was achieved by 264
ETF employees working on the Dense
Zones Suite Rapide project. 84,586
linear metres were installed on the Paris
network with a 50% reduction of impact
on train traffic compared to 2018. An
environmental agreement has been
signed to recycle sleepers and ballast
that will be used on other sites.

As the delegated infrastructure
manager for the port of Marseille, ETF
provides maintenance for the site’s rail
infrastructure. In 2019, staff carried out
track/ballast renewal for the Graveleau
cables interchange, a strategic area for
the entry and exit flow of goods trains.

As part of the Eole project, stations had
to be refitted in order to accommodate
new trains. ETF’s civil engineering staff
lengthened and raised the platforms at
Houilles-Carrière station (78) over the
course of a single weekend.
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World: Subsidiaries

WORLD

1

2

3
6

10
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1 / GERMANY : THG
2 / BELGIUM : ETF LUXEMBOURG

8

3 / CANADA : RAIL CANTECH

7

4 / CHILE : OFC
5 / EGYPT : ETF
6 / FRANCE : ETF
7 / GABON : ETF
8 / GUINEA : ETF
9 / LUXEMBOURG : ETF LUXEMBOURG
10 / POLAND : ETF POLSKA
11 / UGANDA : ETF

4
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France: Sectors

FRANCE

Locations
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1 / R UEIL-MALMAISON
(HEADQUARTERS)
2 / BEAUCHAMP
3 / CERGY
4 / CLAIYE-SOUILLY
5 / LISSES

5

ÎLE-DE-FRANCE
5

5
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FRANCE
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1 / ARRAS
2 / BORDEAUX (MÉRIGNAC)
3 / C HAMPAGNE
AU MONT D’OR
4 / CLERMONT FERRAND
5 / DUNKERQUE
6 / FLORANGE
7 / LYON
8 / MARLY
9 / MARSEILLE
10 / METZ
11 / MONTARGIS
12 / ROUEN
13 / NANTES
14 / STRASBOURG
15 / TOULOUSE

Commitments
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PREVENTIVE
SAFETY
Our human capital is our main strength; this means that
everyone must be able to carry out their work in a completely safe
environment. This is why the health and safety of our
employees and anyone working at our sites is our
absolute top priority.
We are adapting our techniques, equipment
and methods to make them safer and more
reliable. In particular, our preventive safety
culture is based on 10 essential safety
rules that all ETF staff must observe. ETF’s
primary value, in terms of safety, lies
in its ability to enlist all its staff in
achieving a solid preventive safety
culture appropriate to its business
activity. This commitment will allow us
to achieve the VINCI group’s single safety
objective: zero accidents.
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Commitments

ENVIRONMENT
ETF is committed to being a top
environmental player both for
the planet or for our partners. Our
individual and collective duty is to
invest in sustainable development
and green growth,

behave in a

more eco-friendly way and limit
our environmental impact. We are
working on ways to better manage our
waste and control our effluent. We are also
investing in our equipment to reduce energy
consumption.
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Commitments

ETHICS
What we do only makes sense if it is done responsibly. In fact, ETF’s
success, development and sustainability depend on strict
compliance with good practice and on acting in an exemplary
way in all circumstances. We take care to behave with integrity,
and in an exemplary way, with our employees, customers and
stakeholders. Ethics and responsibility are therefore
at the heart of our values. Throughout the
world, we are committed to fully respecting
the VINCI Group’s Ethics and Behaviour
Charter.
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CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

PREVENTION

RESPONSIBLE PERFORMANCE

INNOVATION

Values

VALUES
TEAM SPIRIT

ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT

ETF’S DNA IS MADE UP OF THESE 6 VALUES S HARED
BY ALL THE MEN AND WOMEN WHO WORK FOR THE
COMPANY. THESE VALUES GUIDE US ON A DAILY
BASIS IN ALL WE DO AND ACHIEVE.

FIND US AT WWW.ETF.FR

Only use blue and/or white.
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Social icon

For more details check out our
Brand Guidelines.
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